Managed SD-WAN Services
State-of-the-art WAN Solution for Unmatched Connectivity,
Security and User Experience

Software-defined Wide Area Network or
SD-WAN is a secure, flexible and
cost-effective networking solution that frees
enterprises from the complex task of
managing multi-branch-site connectivity
across a wider geographical scale. With its
virtual WAN architecture and
software-driven mechanism, SD-WAN
allows enterprises to build
higher-performance WANs using
inexpensive and commercially available
internet access, enabling organizations to
partially or wholly replace more expensive
private WAN such as multiprotocol label
switching (MPLS).
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Legacy WAN vs. SD-WAN
Recent workforces rapidly becoming complex to manage due to evolving workflows and changing traffic patterns,
delivering a personalized, secure and flexible remote experience to employees and customers has become a
serious challenge for many enterprises. For IT departments, the challenge is to meet the doubling bandwidth
demand without exceeding the budget while improving application performance.
SD-WAN overcomes the high cost of legacy enterprise WAN by connecting remote sites over lost-cost internet links
secured by VPN. Network reliability is enabled by load balancing across two or more WAN link combined with
intelligent path conditioning to redirect traffic across the most efficient pathway.
The changing business dynamics are forcing enterprises to look beyond the traditional WAN system as it is no
longer suitable to support cloud-based enterprise transformations. Unlike traditional WAN, SD-WAN model is
designed for the cloud and can provide full support to cloud-based applications hosted in public, private or hybrid
cloud while ensuring the highest-level performance and user experience. Through a centralized management
function, it directs traffic across the network securely enabling enterprises to leverage on any type of WAN links for
example MPLS, LTE and broadband services to build connections between users and applications in a secure way.
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Increased agility
Software-centricity allows for
quick adaptation to changes,
such as adding access or
connecting new sites within
minutes

Business
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Enhanced security
Improved WAN security with
zone-based firewall and
network segmentation and
integration with leading cloud
security provider

Increased performance

Simplified management
Flexible deployment
options with easily
updatable plug ‘n’ play
configurations
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Better control

Centrally located orchestrator
that enables automation & near
real-time analytics & reporting

Increase app performance
and availability on any type
of transport with integrated
WAN optimization

What's Driving the Accelerated Adoption of SD-WAN?
Service provider dependency

WAN management

Hybrid WAN

Operational complexity

SD-WAN is an effective strategy to
transform from legacy WAN to
hybrid WAN

Managing bandwidth, connectivity
requirements and number of
applications for optimal
implementation

Eliminate dependency on a
specific provider for internet
access or MPLS links

Switching from the traditional
WAN management distributed
control

Quality of Service
Understanding and configuring
WAN based on the
application-based QoS
configuration

CtrlS: Delivering Next-gen Solution to Manage SD-WAN
A managed SD-WAN is where CtrlS adds value to the network with its additional features. CtrlS provides organizations with an out-of-the-box solution to manage multiple network connections, critical applications, and security.
CtrlS also supplies the hardware, software, networking, and transport services required to deliver the appropriate
application or service such as connectivity for the required number of branches with appropriate SLAs for uptime
and performance.
CtrlS is also responsible for designing the networking solution, deployment of SD-WAN services, Day 2 monitoring,
managing and securing the WAN service, including visibility of live traffic, as well as providing analytic reporting.

Managed SD-WAN Services from CtrlS

A simplified solution to design, implement and manage enterprise SD-WAN
CtrlS provides organizations with an out-of-the-box solution to manage multiple network connections, critical
applications, and security. CtrlS’smanaged SD-WAN services help simplify the WAN architecture by offering a
unified SD-WAN platform designed for today’s cloud-first enterprise. The centrally hosted platform comprises the key
components, Edge, Orchestrator, and WAN Optimization and security, ensuring maximum performance, greater
visibility, latency mitigation, and data reduction.

Key components
CtrlS’s unified SD-WAN platform is designed for today’s cloud-first enterprise comprising the two main components:
Orchestrator and Edge bundled with on-demand WAN optimization and/or security services.

Orchestrator
Centralized policy
orchestration, monitoring and
reporting

Edge

WAN Optimization/Security

Unified SD-WAN edge platform
including Routing, Security,
SD-WAN

On-demand WAN
Optimization/Security
services

Key Features and Benefits
Zero touch provisioning

Central management

Application visibility

Performance based routing

App throughput, usage, latency, jitter stats
across all networks, devices and users

First packet path selection for better
performance

CtrlS managed services capabilities

Seamless cloud security integration

Provide professional services and day 2
service management

Able to integrate with leading cloud security
service provider, including SASE with
single-screen management and reporting

Support up to 12k applications

WAN optimization

A plug and play deployment model to be
deployed at a branch office in minutes

Able to support up to 12k applications websites
and updates continually

Orchestrator in control for both network and
application policies

Latency mitigation and data reduction

CtrlS Key Differentiators
With so many SD-WAN solutions in the market, choosing the right SD-WAN vendor and partner can
determine the success of your transformation journey. That’s why we take a strategic approach to determine the right SD-WAN solution for our valued customers.

CtrlS Managed Services

Value added services to increase efficiency and provide proactive
monitoring

Integrated Solutions

Across different functionalities to address key concerns, for example
routing, security, load balancing and WAN optimization

Integrated Firewall

In-build zone-based firewall and microsegmentation

Application Visibility

Up to 12000 applications, domains and more

SD Branch

Able to support wireless LAN
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